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PRESS BRAKE TOOLS



AMADA Punches
AMADA Dies

AMADA Hemming Tools
AMADA Accessories

BYSTRONIC Punches

BYSTRONIC Dies

BYSTRONIC Accessories

TRUMPF Punches
TRUMPF Dies

TRUMPF Accessories

T Dies
1V Dies
2V Dies
3U and 4V Dies
Self-centering 1V Dies
Dies with nylon inserts
Dies with polyurethane insertsDies with polyurethane inserts
CT Bend Dies
CT Bend Premium Dies

R Punches
RF-A Punches

1V Dies
CT Bend Dies
CT Bend Premium Dies

1V Dies
CT Bend Dies
CT Bend Premium Dies

PRESS BRAKE CATALOG



BENDING: STRENGTHS
Italian products made in steel C45 or 42CrM04 quenched

Every tool is hardened and grounded to guarantee the max
precision and increase the durability of our products

Our catalog includes more than 600
standard punches and dies available on stock

We guarantee short delivery times
for both standard and special tools



ONLINE SHOP
On our website you can find a quick 
search bar. You can use it to quickly find a 
product through code, typology or brand. 

In order to build loyalty with our customers 
we periodically offer targeted promotions 
and discounts. 

Through your account you can:
- save several delivery addresses
- consult your history of purchase
- manage the cart and the wishing list 

Don’t lose sight of your most wanted items! 
You can share your wishing list with 
friends and colleagues. 



We are at your disposal for the study of your 
bending projects. If you send us dxf drawings of 
what you need to bend and specifying the features 
of your sheet metal, we could offer you a free 
consultancy, showing which punch and die are 
best suitable for your work. 

CAD Technologies can arrange a visit to your 
company sending a specialized technician or 
consultant referent. 

ASSISTANCE



We are able to give you many different models of special 
tools built with specific materials in order to optimize your 
bending process. Our special tools are carefully tested
before delivery.

CAD technologies is at your disposal to sinergistically 
project and patent new solutions applied to the sheet 
metal working sector. 

RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT



CAD Technologies, in collaboration with  Accademia 
della Piegatura (Bending Academy) and PMInforma 
(a coaching center) organizes basic and advanced 
bending courses for operators either at its 
headquarters or at companies on demand. During the 
training days our technicians will guide you through a 
complete bending process analysis, material study 
and how to choose the correct set of tools.and how to choose the correct set of tools. 
   

BENDING COURSES

Our partners:



Via Federico Coppalati, 51
29122 Piacenza, PC, Italy
Tel: +39 0523 55 67 73
VAT No. 01733220337


